THE RIGVEDIC SVAYAMVARA?
FORMULAIC EVIDENCE
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The form of marriage known as the svayaryNara or '[maiden's] self-choice' is familiar to every lucky student of introductory Sanskrit whose first experience with
Sanskrit literature is the justly celebrated Nala-episode from the Mahãbhãrata, in
which the princess Damayantî exercises such a choice. Yet, although this institution
deeply imprints itself on the minds of beginning students who labor over its
translation, the evidence for it outside of nanatives of the epic and classical period is

not as abundant as we might expect. The eight-fold typology of marriage found
throughout the dharma texts has no place for the svayarfìvara in its schema, and the
Vedic evidence is slight, scattered, and hard to interpret - even though it is likely
that the svayarfivara was inherited from Indo-European and has counterparts in
Iranian and other Indo-European societies.

I

The Rig Veda has very little, if any, direct evidence for the svayanvara. This is
hardly surprising: given its enigmatic style the Rig Veda has very little direct evidence for anything. However, close attention to signature words, verbal formulas,
and archetypal configurations allows us to assemble a fair amount of indi¡ect
evidence for the svayaqlvara, and to conclude that this institution was not only
known to the Rig Veda, but that it already had a fixed verbal expression there. Elsewhere (Jamison, forthcoming) I have treated the Rigvedic word vrd-. Following a
The most important recent treatment of the svayar{¡vara is that of Schmidt 1987, which is
fundamental to what follows. Schmidt both states that "In the Veda proper we have no
explicit and cetain reference to any of the three forms of svayarpvara" (Schmidt 1987: 7ó)
ancl that the institution is an inherited one. I discuss some legal and ritual aspects of the
svayaqrvara in the context of 'maidenly self-determination' in Jamison 199óa: 236-250, and
in Jamison 1999:. 227-258 I r€at the Greek parallels (especially those in the Odyssey). I
also give a brief overview of the eight forms of marriage in 1996a: 207-235. On Rigvedic
marriage in general and lhe svayar¡vara in particular, see also Oberlies 1998: 316-325, esp.
319. - Besides the passages treated in this paper and in Jamison forthcoming, note that the
wedding of Sara¡yu in X.17.l was clearly a svayaqrvara as well.
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of lckler's (1976: 109-l l0), I analyze this word as syncopated from a
*vará-,
feminine
corresponding to masc. varuí- 'suitor, chooser' belonging to marriage vocabulary, and I suggest that it refers specifically to a "female chooser", i.e.
the maidenly protagonist of the svayarpvara. In that paper I examine all the contexts
suggestion

in which vr'ø'- occurs, to show that other features of the svayarnvara can be identified in those passages.
The conclusion can be drawn that the vrá- is so called because she 'chooses
for herself', and that there is already in the language underlying the Rig Veda
a fixed expression *svayáry så vn.titez 'she chooses for herself' refening to the
maiden's action in an already ritualized social institution.3 In this paper I wish to
demonstrate that the Rig Veda knowingly rings changes on the proposed formula in
passages describing or alluding to svayarnvaras - even though the formula itself
never appears complete on the surface of the text. To anyone familiar with the style
of the Rig Veda, this acute awareness on the part of the poets of formulaic deep
structure and their clever twisting of it will come as no surprise.

t

*

*

of evidence for the Rigvedic svayarnvara is the maniage
of Súryã, daughter of the sun. This mythical maniage occupies a large part of the
RV marriage hymn, X.85, as a divine model for human marriage, and it is also
frequently mentioned elsewhere in the text, especially in the hymns of Kak$îvant
(I.l16-126), one of the most skilled poets in the RV and one who specializes in
vivid sketches of female figures. It is no acciclent that half of the 6 occurrences of
vrci- are also found in his brief hymn collection. Kakçîvant seems to have had a
The most important body

particular interest in the svayar.nvara and its verbal expression,
Now H.-P. Schmidt, in his sober assessment of the Rigvedic evidence for the
svayarnvara, acknowledges but sets aside the testimony of the marriage of Süryã.
Though he agrees "that features of the viryaíulka svayatr.Nara have found their
reflex in this myth", he argues:
Since here we are completely in the mythological sphere and there is probably some
cosmic symbolism behind it, no inferences about human condilions can be drawn fiom
it with great confidence (Schmidt 1987: 78).

2

Probably in this order, rather than *sã svayám... A glance at Lubotsky's indispensable
S.gvedic Word Concordalce (Lubotsky 1997, s.v.) shows that svayóm is ordinarily pãda
initial, and when it cooccurs with a subject pronoun, the pronoun follows. Sce, e,9,, X.27,12
discussed below.

3

On the unsurprising abscnce of the nominal form svayar¡vara before Manu, see Jamison
forthcoming, nole22.
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This is cenainly true: it would be foolhardy to present an anthropological or legal
account of exactly how any social institution worked in Vedic India on the basis of
the typically cryptic mythological references in the Rig Veda. But one of the striking

features of the Süryã myth in the
same fixed verbal elements

-

RV is the way it continually circles around

the

elements which recur in later, more prosaic treatments

of ¡he institution. This shared formulaic language suggests that the more fanciful
mythic treatment in the RV is anchored to the base of an already exi.sting human
institution, who.se parameters were already fixed.
In what follows I will not attempt to reconstruct the "plot" of the myth, which
is somewhat baffling in its details, but will concentrate on its verbal formulations.a
Nonetheless, a few words

on the p:rticipants and other elements are in

orcler.

Súryã's most constant companions in this adventure are the twin gods, the Aivins.

The AÉvins are sometimes called 'wooers' (tará-, in other words the masculine
equivalent of our putative *vorå, which yielded vrá), i.e. assistants to the bridegroom, and also often identified as the groom(s) themselves. Most important, it is
their vehicle that serves as the wedding conveyance: the vehicle that conveys the
bride home is a central prcoccupation in wedding ideology,s and the mounting of
the vehicle by the bride symbolizes her choice, as we will see. Other figures besides

the Aívins are sometimes nìentioned: Pu$an as suitor, Agni as sonre sort of
attenda¡rt, Soma sometimes as bridegroom, Savit¿u as bride's father/officiant, etc.
But Súryã and the Aívins are the fixtures, whatever the Aévins' precise role, and
the wedding is quite clearly of svayarpvara type, in which Sùryã exercises her
choice, with the verb yl..
The clearest expression of this is found in a Kakçîvant passage, which
render awkwardly but literally:

I.l

l9.5cd

tí väm patitvárp sokhyrÍyu
Yósãv¡4ita

/

ny ã

Y YY fi

I will

jagnú;i

2¡ P6¡¡

'The young girl, of worthy birth (?)6, having come to The husbanc[shi¡t
of you two, for partnership, chose you two as husbands.'
This is almost ludicrously explicit and straightforward, at least for Rigvedic diction,
as if the poet once wanted to lay bare the foundation for his formulaic variationsT -

4
5
6

Fo, discussion see Schmidt 1987:77-78 and Pischel 1889:28-29.

S..

Jamison forthcoming, with n. 25, and Jamison 1994: passim; 1996a:222-226.

Th"mcaning and etyrnology of thc word jlfira are unclear (see EWA, s.v,): the two most
likely candiclates arc 'worthy lo bc bom, noblc', from !larr-, and 'worlhy to be won', from
r/ii-, neither of which is free of difficulty linguistically. In this context ytiíã ... jên¡,ã
remincls me of a phrase containing lrã- in nearby l. 126.5 (also a Kak$ivant poem): viíyàl¡ ., .
vrãl.r, where it seems to refer marriageable girls belonging to the proper clans, antl so I anr
inclined towards the first altemative. See Jamison forthcoming, Cf. also júnw-, literally
'belonging to the people', which con¡es to mean 'groomsman' (already in RV 1V.38.6, very
clearly in AV Xl.8.l-2).
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though of course since Soma is elsewhere the bridegroom, the clarity of this passage may be illusory. The postulated verb of my formula, v¡ryite 'chooses', is here,
with a female as subject, and the object is the clear páti 'ltwo) husbands', further
specifìed by patitvám'husbandship' in the preceding pãda.
The all-impor-tant chariot of the Aívins (yuvayújam rátham 'chariot yoked by
you two') is the subject of the first half of the verse. And now we come to the first
set

of variations on our basic formula, those involving the chariot. As

I noted

above, the "mounting" of the chariot is one of the most significant acts in the ancient
Indian wedding, and it is given extended treatment in the g¡hya sutras and in narrative literature (Jamison 1996a: 222-226). The Rigvedic wedding hymn (X.85)
has more to say about the wedding vehicle than any other single element of the mar-

riage (probably including the bride and groom). In the Suryã myth, her mounting of
the chariot is regularly described, as in the following Kak$îvant passage:
I. I

18.5

á r,azr ráthar¡r yuvatís tirthad
átra justvi narã duhitá stityasya

'The young wo¡nan, the daughter of the Sun, mowtted the t:lurior of you
two, you men of mark, taking pleasure in it.'

l.ll6.l7 (also Kakçrvant), I.34.5, I.167.5-ó, V.73.5, VI.63.5, Vlll.8.l0, as
well as X.85.12, where she rnounts an even more characteristic wedding vehicle,
dllrzs- 'wagon'.
But in addition to these straightforward descriptions of this action, we have
a group of passages in which Suryã does not 'rnount', but rather 'chooses' the
Cf.

chariot.

I.l

17.13

yrrvó rátharp duhitá súryasya
su hci í ri y á

n

a sa ty-av

¡rf rt

'The daughter of the Sun c/¡¿rse the churittt of you two, Nãsatyas,
along with [your] splendour.'

lV.43.2

rátharn kám ãhur dravádaívant ãíítnt
yúm

s

ti ry a sy a d u h i t'av mtta

[A6vin hymnl 'rvVhich chariot do they call the
which the daughter of the sun <:hose?'

swift one with fleet horses,

On the surface, this expression seems to present us with a picture of Süryã in an
auto¡nobile show-room, shopping for a car, a sonrewhat comical image. But clearly
in these "chose your chariot" variants we have a conflation of formulas: the "chariot" from the mounting fo¡rnula (sii rátham ãtisthat), the "choose" from the selfchoice itself. This combination is indicative of two things: I ) the central importance

7

For.

the likely rcason for this unusual clarity, sec discussion of

Ll

19.3 bclow
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of the vehicle at the wedding: to "choose" the chariot is to choose its owner as
husband, 2) the utter familiarity and banality of the svayrítf ßô X pátirp vr.nîte
formula: 'she herself chooses X as husband' must have been so embedded in
the rhetorical culture that it can be played upon by poets. This is what I mean by
"formulaic slippage", the substitution of a non-synonymous terrn, which is no¡retheless part of the cultural complex in question ("chariot" for "husband"), i.e. the
figure known as "metonomy". This can only work if the verb v¡'r¡¡7c with feminine
subject is sufficient by itself to signal the meining 'marriage'.8
We get a sofi of double slippage in another "cltoice" passage:

VII.69.3c

t,í tãtlt riûho vadhvà vâdantdnáh ...

VII.69.4ab wwiþ iríyant ¡tári yfs¡v¡¡¡i¡o
súro cluhitá ...

'Your chariot, being united with the bride ...'
'The daughter of the sun c'åos¿ the splenclour of you two.'
The chariot, already the substitute fbr the husband in the "choose the chariot" passages, has an almost sexual role in 3c: it unites with the bride. Its substitute in tum

is the .ír'i- of 4a, object of the signature verb 'choose', while the Aivins hover in
pronominal oblique cases. Note that slli was also found, in conjunction with the
ASvins and their chariot, in I.l17.13, where it was a sort of secondary object ('she
chose the chariot along with the splendour') in the instrumental.e So we have a sequence of substitutions for the object of 'chose' in the svayarpvara formula:
pátim -+ rúthant

)

it'í¡'¿¡¡l.

There is a different play on the mounting forntula in anothcr pass¿rge:

Vlll.22.l

ó tyánr ahla ã ráthanr
adyá ttrimsi¡¡ham útáye I
¡óm aívinã suhavã ruclravartani
ásùry:iyai tastháthul¡ ll

I havc callcd upon this nrost wonderful chariot today for help,
Which, o Aivins, casy to call, lbllowing Rudra's course,.yol lwo nþu,tte¿ fior.frir.vri.
On one level, this simply describes the prior rnounling of thc Aivins in preparation for their
journey to Súryã's svayaqìv¿rra, but given the frequency of the formula 'Suryã (subject)
mountcd the chariot of the A6vins (oblique)', I think we can also see here a mirror-image
formulaic play, with the granrnratical identity of the protagonists switched: 'the Aivins
(subject) mou¡rted thc chariot for Säryã (oblique).' For another example in which abstract
grammatical categories are manipulated in formulaic play, see Janrison 1998:296-298.

I

Thc word.íri- is also found elsewhere in the chariot mounting formula: I. l16.17 (chariot
rnounting in pãda a), pãda d: stim u íriytí nci.satyci sacethei VL63.5 <idhi íri.vé duhitti
stíryasya, rrithant loslhau purubhujã íatótint. That .írÍ- can refer specifîcally to lhe channs
of thc suitor/bridegroonr is suggeslecl by the compound núrya-írí-'having the splendour of
a clashing young man/suitor' (11.10.5). As we will see below, in the discussion of X.27. 12.
ndrt'a- "pecificnlly refers to lhe suilors attending a sv¿ìyamvara.
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It is also worth observing

Aù,1

ISaN

of

these passage av¡4tîta is pãda
fi¡ral: this is a featu¡e it shares with five of the six occurrences of yrrÍ- and is anolher
that in almost all

reason to connect the two words. The two references to the Aívins as 'woocrs'
(varcí) in the wedding hymn are also pãda fìnal (X.85.8c, 9b), The placen'rcnt of
these three derivatives of the same root

yl. in the prominent

pãda- (and usually half-

verse-) final position highlights the central theme: the clu¡ice.

Formulaic slippage of another sort can be iclentified elsewherc in the Sùryã
passages. In the wedding hymn S[iryã never chooses anyone or anything, but the
verb is not absent from the hymn - it is just assigned elsewhere.

X.85.14

X. 85.

r5

yád aívìna prchámãnãv áyãtom
tricakréna yahuriint súrvciyâh I
vííve clevá únu tád vsnt ajanan
putráh pitárav av¡aitapristí ll

ab

# suryam
:,::::,:"::,'

:::"::,
i/areyarn

upQ

'When, Aivins, asking (for her for yourselves), you drove with your
three-wheeled [chariotl to the wedding of Suryã,
All the gods assented to this of you two; Pú$an, the son, c'ån.re [you two]
as fathers.'
'rr¡y'hen

you drove, o lords/husbands of beauty, to Suryã

to the choosinglto chooselv'oo,'

The 3rd sg. imperfect av¡'rfta, regularly used with Suryã as subject (see
passages above), has the apparently inelevant Púgan as its subject here, but the
appropriate objects, the Aivins, in a different kinship role (fathers) (l4d ¡titúrav
av¡4rta pùsô. The verb is sandwiched between two occurrences of Sùryã's name
(14b, l5b), however, and the desired role, 'husband', surfaces in the next pãcla
(l5a) in the vocative paÍi,which is probably used in its more general value 'lorcl'
Irere (though since the root noun ítilth- is feminine, 'husband' is ltot out of the
question). The "choice" motif is again asserted in the pseudo-inlìnitive varcyánt
(l5b),to a rare verb vareyó-, derived f'rom r'1. 'choose', which me¿urs specifically
'woo'. Suryã is directly adjacent to this word and in the same case. So, though
Süryã is not the agent of either of these verbal fonns, the lexical associations bring
tlre maidenly self-choice to mind.

An even more distant play on the formula is found in another KakSîvant
passage, which contains the Aivins, their chariot, the choice, and the journey

not Süryã, at least directly.

I.l19.3

yuvór á\ru prava4r,ë cekite rúthr¡
yód aivina váhathall súrím ií várant

- but

Thc
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'Your chariot keeps appearing in precipitous motion, when, Aívins,
you convey the patron at
The f'amiliar elements

-

will.'lo

chariot and A6vins

in trther Kak¡îvant passages (I.116.17,

- are there, as we have seen them

ll7.l3,

118.5), and the clearest exunple
of the self'-choice fbrmula, the almost crudely straightforward I.l19.5 which we
c'xamined above, occurs two verses later. But here, after the verb viihalhall, lhe
standarclverb used for the wedcling joumey and indeed fbr the wedding itself, the
pãcla ends with the rather baffling súrím ã vtirant'the patron at will / a choice thing
to the patron', which has nothing to do with the myth in question. Or rather, it has
nothing to do with the rnytlt senruntically, but it encodes the two missing elements
plronofogically: várant, of course, is ¡he "choice" palr of the svayamvara. Note that
it is placed in pãcla-final position, just as avyyita usually is, as well as r'¡'á-. And
.ç¿7rí¿¡ is a close phonological match to the expected sùryâm.ln fact the inrntediately

following preverb

¿Í

almost invites a scrambling and reassemblage of the phonemes:

stirím cí -+ stlri-cí-nttl
That this phrase is probably a play on the Súryã myth was suggested already
by Oldenberg (1909, ad loc.), and Geldner goes so far as to interpret s¡Irín¡ as a
fþminine ('die Herrin') in its play with Suryã. This seems unnecessary: Kak¡ivant
is not working on the level

of semantics and reference hete, but that of phonology'

This devilish little encoding of the key figure and key verb of the myth may account
for his blunt directness two verses later. Having shown how subtly he can allude to
the theme, he provides the implicit answer to the riddle, for those too obtuse to have
noticed.

I

*

¡1.

Let us now leave the dossier of passages conceming Suryã's self-choice, in order to
treat at length the formulaic evidence in a non-mythical passage that has been taken
as referring to a svayamvara (rightly, in my opinion).12

X.27.12

kíyatî yósa nruryató vadhûyól.t

páriprîra pânyasã váryena

I

bhadrcÍ vadhúr hhavati yát supéíah
st

oyátlt sá ntitrám vanute jáne cit ll

lo

Or 'a choice thing to the palron'.

il

Keep in mind that s¡i'r'¿i- is orclinarily read trisyllabically, i.e. as .rrirr.vá.

t2

See e.g. Geldner 1951, acl loc.;

Obcrlies l99tì:319, n.826.
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This verse is the second of a pair that contrast the fbrtunes of an undesirable girl
and a desi¡able one on the marriage market. Verse I I concerns the "flawed girl
given in mariage" (on which see Jamison 1996b: 197-199) and the possible recourse for those who have been duped by her father. The last pãda (l ld) identifies
those unfoÍunates asyáím váhd¡e yd'íry va vareyát'who will marry her or who
t+,illwoo her'(with the vareycl- we met in X.95.15). The favored maiden in vs. l2
by contrast is described

'How different is the maiden, gratified all arouncl / on all sides by an
admirable (gift) worthy to be chosen, from a bride-seeking (man) from
among the young bloods.
She becomes a fortunate bride, when she

is well-adomed. She wins

herself an allyfriend/spouse in public.'

Geldner already suggested that cd concems the "Gattenselbstwahl". However,
Schmidt disputes this interpretation.
Thc inference to be drawn from the last pãda is not that the woman makes the clroicc
indepcndently but rather that she attracls suitors also from foreign places through her
bcauty, The praiseworthy gift in the second pãda rcfers to the brideprice or nrorninggift, and this indicates rather thnt she goes to the highest bidder. (Schmidr 1987: 77.)

I

think, however, that the verbal clues in this verse point strongly to the
svayamvara, not simply to the ordinary betrothal of an especially attractive maiden.
Consider first the páripritã of pãda b. Thi.s combination of preverb and verb is uncommon, and the preverb surely contributes to the semantics of the verbal expression. The irnplication seems to be thât she is 'gratified' or 'wooed' on all sides, that
there are suitors sunounding her, competing for her favor. The presence of more
than one of them is suggested by the hapax adverb marya-tás, whose nuance seems
to &'fi'ont among the maryas'. The other occurrence of páriprlta- confirms my
analysis, describing an ally (mitráh) who is equally beloved to all sides (I.190.6b:
... páriprîto ná mitráh),t3 The compound pariprî- QX.lZ.l) likewise indicates a
circle of friends sunounding soma: it is emphasized that there are a number of them
(ld: purustutásya kiti cit paripríyah).ta
Pãda c of X.27.12 seems to r€flect the "display" motif of the svayar¡vara: she
becomes a fortunate bride when she is wel/-adorned. As I have discussed elsewhere (Jamison 1999: 248-249; Jamison, forthcoming): the girl to be married at a
classical svayarnvara is richly adomed and rirually displayed to the suitors before
her choice is made.

13
f4

198 l:41: 'like
ally who is universally dear'.
Scarlata (1999:337-338) first renders thc compound as 'runclum erfreuend, rundum erfreut',
bul considcrs this equivalent merely lo "sehr lieb", but the burden of proof lies on those
who would emply the preverb of its lexical mcaning,

Cf. Schmidt 1968: 75: 'wic ein allseits geliebter Vertragsfreund'; Brereron
an
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But it is pãda d, through its verbal confìguration, that gives the strongest evidence for the svayarpvara in this verse: the pãda-initial svayám with the verb vanute
'wins (for herself;', which is phonologically, morphologically, and semantically
similar

10

the expected vr.4tite.

d:

svayám sâ mitrám vanute iâne cit

The underlying presence of the root v¡- 'chose' has already been signalled by
the pãda-final vareyrÍt in the immediately preceding companion verse, lld, and by
the pãda-fìnal våryena '[gift] worthy ro be chosen' in the first half line (l2b).

ld:
l2b:
l2d:

I

... vareyát
... vátleya

svayám ...varutte ...

*svayám stÍ
Just as in X.85.14-15 a web of verbal echoes imposes the verb phrase
vp.rîte, which remains tantalizingly non-overt.
lüy'e must, however, determine what the remainder of this pãda contributes to

thepicture:theobject mitrámandthelocativephrase iáne cid, for it has been taken
as evidence against the svayarpvara interpretation. Schrnidt (1987: 77) translates
'she wins herself an ally even among the foreign people', and Brereton (1981: 33)
similarly 'She wins for herself a spouse even among lanotherl people.' But the
"foreign" or "another" is not expressed, nor is it a feature of the regular semantics

of the locative of the sfem jána-'people'. lnstead, on the one hand,/rre (without
further qualifying adjective) is regularly used of the community or body of people
among whom fame (of mortals, gods, or deeds) is proclaimed or procured. cf. e.g.

VIL62.5

á no idne Sravayatary yuvãna
'Make us famous among the people, o youths.'

X.39.5

pura4ã vary viryà prú hravã iáne

'I will proclaim your ancient manly deeds among the people,'
(Cf. IX.61.28, X.22.1-2, etc.) The people among whom we proclaim or receive
fame are presumably not foreign or other ones, but "our" people, broadly conceived. I s In this sense jâne can almost be translated ' in public', and in X.27 .12 it
may convey the very public nature of a svayar¡vara. One is reminded of the
insistent refrain of II.l2: sá ianãsa índraþ'That, people, is Indra', in which the
jána-'people' are the required audience for the extravagant enumeration of Indra's
mighty deeds and qualities.
On the other hand, our phrase cannot be separated from the occunences of the
phrase mitrá- ná jáne in the RV, a topic which requires a digression. This phrase is
several times used of Agni:16
l-5

At its

is humans
I, vlll.64. l0).

broadest, this

v.21.2. vl,

16.

as opposed

to gods: måru;e iáne (cf. I'48.t1'

V.14.2,

Sræn¡utrw,

312
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rnitrá iva yrí didhisáyyo bhúd
devá ádeve iáne jãtávedãh

'Who, /iÈ¿ an eilly, has become one desirable to be placed, as god,
a¡nong the god-directed people. Jãtaveclas.'

VIII.23.8

rnitrár¡

'Like an

well-placed among the truthful people.'

a//_y

ná

jáne súdhitam rtávani

In the f irst i¡lstance this must refer to Agni's role as go-between, as messenger between gods and men: he is not really ry'us because he is a god, but he lives among
us as the most visible representative of the gods on earth, the

living embodiment of
of the nation" -

our allia¡rce with them. So he is p/øcerl among the people, as "guest
hostage or ambassador, as you please

But Agni in this role can then be assimilated to other types of go-betweens,
such as those that negotiate marriages, and Agni as Mitra/mitra is specifically associatecl with marriage, as in the following passage:

V.3.2

anjántimitráry .súdhitamnâgóbhir
yád dámpatî súmanasu krnósi

'They anoint [you] with cows[' milk] /r,te a well-placed ally, when you
make the household pair of one mind.'17

And other gods cur be compared to Agni in this role (who is in tum being compared to Mitra), as in the fbllowing passage, where B¡haspati (=4gn¡¡ = Mitra:

X.68.2

jáne mitró nâdántpatî anakti

'[B¡haspati], /ike [Agni in his role as] ally anrong the people,
[ceremonially] anoints the household pair.'
The fire in these passages must be specifically the fìre around which the wedding
ceremony takes place.

l6

There is also a curious mixture of the two usages in a passage referring to Inclra:
X.22.lab kúha írutá fndrah kásminn atlyct
jáne mirró ná Írúyate ...
'Where is lndra famed? Among what people is he today being fametJ like

Mitrdan ally?...'

X,22.2

ih¿í

irutá índro

asnté adyá, stáve ...

mitró ná yó jánepv á, yá5aí cakré ...
'Here is Indra famed; among us today is he praised ...

Like Mitra/an ally he has made his own glory among the peoples ...'

wehavethefullphrasejríne(çu)mitró r¡á in two acljacent verses, but there seems to be no
reference to Agni, even indirectly, lnslead thc emphasis is on fame among the pcople, as in
the first sct of passages discussed,
l7

scc Brereton 198l:31-32 on this passage, on X.68.2, and rhe usagc generally. Also
Schrnidt 1968: 218-219 and Geldner 1951, ad X.68.2.
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This digression allows us now to understand the purport of X.27.12d svaycint
ci¡ 'she wins herself an ally/alliance among the people', On

sá mitrcínt vanute júne

the one hand, the mitrá she wins/chooses may be the bridegroom himself

or

the

institution of marriage, and the jáne is the public before which she performs her
choice, On the other, we may have another instance of metonymy: she wins the
"ally among the people", i.e. the ceremonial maniage fire, which stands for the
marriage itself and indeed for the groom.l I
Thus, the cumulative evidence ftomX.Z7.12 depicts a formal, ritualized scene:
a well-decorated bride-to-be, wooed by many, of whom one is favored, chooses for
herself a husband in front of a company of people and gains a wedding at the
ceremonial fire. The formal self-choice which lies behind this verse is signalled by
verbal cues. As in the Suryã passages discussed before, an underlying *svayánt sá
Xpátiryv¡nítehas invited formulaic variation and verbal play, and this verbal play
is again indirect evidence for the fixed, stereotyped nature

of the formula, hence of

the reality of the institution it designates.

*

I will

*

¡1.

end with a little coda, a different and very distant possible twist on our for-

mula, by retuming to Suryã's self-choice. As we saw, this is by far the most prominent marriage in the Rig Veda and provides the clearest evidence for the svayarn-

of this myth are the bride,
Süryã, and the twin gods, the Aívins, who fulfill several different, sometimes incompatible roles. As is well known, the Aivins have counterparts elsewhere in the
Indo-European world, nanely the Greek Dioskouroi 'divine twins'. The principal
woman in their lives is their (half-)sister Helen,le and they in fact play an important
vara in that text. We also saw that the constant features

role in her marriage (at least in some sources), a maniage which seems to have been
of a svayar¡vara type (again, in some sources).20 In the fragmentary Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, there is a long account of the wooing of Helen, with a list of her

suitors,2l and Kastor and Polydeukes appear several times as the recipient of
envoys from the hopefuls

(frr, 198,

199) and once

a particular match. In Euripides's lphigenia
t8

(fr.

in

197) as attempting ro impose

Aulis, the account

of

Helen's

We might also keep in mind that, like Agni, a god set among morrals as hosrage or ambassador, the wife-to-be is about to be placed in an alien household as the symbol of an alliance
between two separate groups (her family and that of her bridegroom). See Jamison 199óa:

2s5.

l9
20

?t

On the Dioskouroi in general and this rclationship in particular, see Gantz 1993: 318-328.
See Gantz 1993:. 56Ç567. Also Oberlies 1993: 175-176 and n. 22, for brief remarks on rhe
Greekûndic parallels.
See

rilest 1985: I l4-l 19; Merkelbach & West 1967: fn. 196-204.
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multiple, competing suitors (49-71) ends with her father giving her permission to
choose the one she loved:

IA

68-71

ôíôor' tLéoùu 0ulcrtpì ¡rv¡otú¡porv iíva,
ötou nvoaì 9Éporev 'Aqpoôíflìç 9íl,or
ii õ' ei2e0'öç oqe ¡r{nor' ö<pe}'ev À.cþeiv,
Mevé,l,crov.

'He granted to his daughter to chooseltake22 the one of the suitors,
Towards whom the dear breath of Aphrodite carried (her).
She c/¡ose/took the one who ought never to have been t¿rken

-

Menelaos.'

It is not merely that Helen is given a choice in this admittedly late text.

She

seems ¿fyrno logically to be "the choosef". ln a Lakonian inscription, dated probably

to late 7th century, with a dedication to Menelaos and Helen, her name is spelled
with initial digamma (¡eÀevot).23 Thus, her name is likely derived from the same IE
root (*gelh,) as Skt. vrryîté. So the Vedic trio of the maiden Süryã, whose only
function is to <:hoose her husband, and the Aívins may be matched on the Greek
side by Helen "the chooser" and the Dioskouroi. If so, not only the institution but
the phra.seology for it reaches back into the greatest antiquity.
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